
A MODERN 
HEALTHCARE PAYER 
PLATFORM FOR 
REAL-TIME RESULTS

Future–proof your business with Javelina® 

THE MOST MODERN, SCALABLE PAYER PLATFORM IN THE BUSINESS — BACKED BY 
DEEP INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE
The Javelina® payer platform for health benefits and reimbursement administration provides you with the flexibility 
required to support ongoing regulatory mandates and adapt to new value-based care management models. 
As new-generation technologies continue to transform the healthcare industry every day, the Mphasis Front2Back™ 
transformation approach enables you to transition your operation, led by your end customers’ needs.

The Javelina® Platform as a Service (PaaS) environment, open source architecture, and business-driven configuration 
ensures optimal operations performance. Its proven ROI makes it one of the most affordable solutions today.



Stay ahead of the curve with Javelina®

Javelina® provides an integrated benefits management platform that is a complete solution to today’s value-based care 
delivery demands. It is an advanced platform that can be configured to your business needs and can change as quickly 
as the market does. Its core benefits administration platform is future-ready and is backed by Mphasis’ capabilities to 
enable your digital transformation.

• Enterprise functionality in SaaS deployment
• Lowest cost of ownership and reduced operational costs
• Native Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 

Client-Confirmed
ROI

• Modern, scalable architecture
• Designed specifically for end-user configurability
• CORE® I and II certified
• Real-time data replication and aggregation capabilitiesPoised for Change

Interoperable,
Scalable,
Secure

• Functional modularity for componentized deployment
• Open architecture extended via REST API’s
• Role-based security for flexible and secure operations

A payer platform that makes business sense
Making the right platform choice can be a delicate balancing act between financial investment and a system’s 
functionality. In this environment, Javelina® is revolutionizing the payer market with its core tool set and rich range 
of capabilities. Eliminating the pitfalls of “a-la-carte” pricing, Javelina® is bundled with the core tools necessary to 
establish foundational integrity and efficiency. It combines real-time capabilities with clinical risk analytics to deliver 
comprehensive population health management in a single payer system. Javelina® enables ecosystem integration 
and real-time interaction with other entities and supports you with the Mphasis Front2Back™ approach to digital 
transformation. At all stages, it provides the best ROI—from the speed of implementation and reduced operational 
costs to complementing your resources with the broad capabilities of Mphasis.

Cost-optimized Speed to market Ecosystem integration Cutting-edge technology



Safe, secure, swift implementation
Transitioning to Javelina® is secure and seamless. From assessment and design through data conversion and testing, 
Javelina® implementation is highly collaborative. The team, proven processes and resources at Javelina® ensure 
regular data integrity validation and confirmation. Javelina® Professional Services enables you to quickly and efficiently 
implement the platform while continuing to optimize the platform for your future business needs. Our commitment 
to Javelina®, product expertise, depth of knowledge, and technical expertise help you to navigate and maximize all 
stages of operations. 

One investment, endless capabilities

Not only are we re-energized with the speed and efficiency of processing claims, 
the Javelina® technology has alleviated many concerns we had about meeting 
requirements of healthcare reform. As a result, we can focus on managing claims 
quickly and providing better service.
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About Mphasis
Mphasis (BSE: 526299; NSE: MPHASIS) applies next-generation technology to help enterprises transform businesses globally. Customer centricity 
is foundational to Mphasis and is reflected in the Mphasis’ Front2Back™ Transformation approach. Front2Back™ uses the exponential power 
of cloud and cognitive to provide hyper-personalized (C = X2C2

TM  = 1) digital experience to clients and their end customers. Mphasis’ Service 
Transformation approach helps ‘shrink the core’ through the application of digital technologies across legacy environments within an enterprise, 
enabling businesses to stay ahead in a changing world. Mphasis’ core reference architectures and tools, speed and innovation with domain 
expertise and specialization are key to building strong relationships with marquee clients. To know more, please visit www.mphasis.com

https://javelina.mphasis.com
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Benefit from a state-of-the-art, agile platform

Deploy tomorrow’s healthcare payer platform, today

•	  Next Generation Plan Administration & 
Claim Processing

•	 Robust Plan Building

•	 Enhanced Network Management

•	 Intelligent Provider Assignment

•	 Automated Contract Administration & Claim Pricing

•	 High Performance Auto-Adjudication

•	 Real-time Workflow Management

•	 Easy and Accountable Claim Adjustment

•	 Longitudinal Audit Histories

•	 Automated CDHP Processing and Integration

•	 Integrated Imaging with Automated Indexing

•	 Comprehensive Reporting 
 (Operational and External Needs)

•	 HIPAA Transaction Support

•	 Complete Value Based Benefit Administration

•	 Professional services team with 150 conversions and over 30 years of experience

•	 Top talent, proven processes and a history of on-time, on-budget implementations

•	 Trusted partners helping improve internal resources and skill-sets

•	 Financially sound company backed by a billion dollar parent company

•	 Continuous investment in product R&D

•	 Mphasis Front2Back™ approach to digital transformation

Why Javelina® 

Over 150 successful implementations | Complete conversion services are available | Implementations include 

24/7 support for all modules| Pre-loaded with industry-standard code sets and definitions | 

Mphasis transformative services

Take the next step now and evolve to a new level 
of payer performance:

Call us today at 602.604.3100 for an in-depth 
consultation and system demonstration of Javelina®.

www.mphasis.com

